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Be serious about learning ECGs, ultrasound, and radiology see below. People who say this are, indeed, correct
â€” but I think the emphasis is all wrong. What is important is to do your best, keep learning, and enjoy your
shifts. That said, any level of competence you can muster is going to help you go the extra mile and look like a
rock star. I do believe that having a large fund of knowledge is instrumental to achieving the highest levels of
success. This means consuming educational content related to emergency medicine on a daily basis.
Hopefully, since you love EM, this activity will actually be fun and engaging most of the time. EM is a great
place to be an independent learner. There are so many ways to consume new knowledge from podcasts, blogs,
or textbooks. Continued learning has to become a habit and you should start now. I urge you, do not wait for
somebody to teach you something â€” be an advocate for your own fund of knowledge. Go out there and get
it. For things like history, physical, ultrasound, and procedures you have to do it before you can truly know it.
When you see a patient with a pathology and when you see an abnormal finding yourself, then this is when
you know it the best and can identify it again in the future. This is not to say that being prepared is not helpful.
All of this said, be engaged in your rotation and try to see as many patients as you can â€” even the drunk guy
in the hallway. Do anything except sitting and waiting. You never know if that drunk guy is actually having an
MI until you ask him some questions. So, yes, on your rotation you will be constantly evaluated, but instead of
worrying about that try to smile, be nice, and be smart. Consume educational content every day in some
capacity, read your textbooks, do your question banks, read up on procedures, figure out how be an EKG
master, and overall be an advocate for your continued growth as a clinician. Doing this will make you look
like a rock star, will make people want to work with you, and will get you that top notch SLOE.
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The history of Emergency Medicine residency training is interwoven with the push for specialty status in Emergency
Medicine in the late 's and 's. By the mid's, the number of American physicians who were specialists was rapidly rising,
and the number of general practitioners was declining.

Below is a blog post version of the podcast in case you want to read it edited for clarity: The earlier you accept
this, the better and more productive you will be as a resident. Every attending will have a different way of
doing things. This can seem enormously frustrating at first because it may seem like you are getting so many
different messages. Think of this way- You are a single learner working with many different attendings. Each
attending has their own knowledge base, risk tolerance, and ways of doing things. On the flip side, I am a
single attending working with many different learners. Each learner has a different fund of knowledge, a
different way of thinking about things, and a different way in which they learn best. Instead of getting
frustrated by what may be seen as many mixed messages, figure out a respectful way of asking your attending
why they are doing it this way as compared to what you have seen other attendings do. Anyone who works
with residents or students should not take offense to this but rather should take this as an opportunity to
acknowledge that there is practice variation and teach their thinking on this topic. The best attendings will
acknowledge upfront when they teach something that they know has wide practice variation. One final way of
looking at this is that residency is the opportunity to see many different styles of practice and mold your own
practice, taking the best parts of each attending that you work with. Everyone has their own subset of
knowledge that they are really great at so they will likely teach that frequently. You can substitute airway and
tox for critical care, ultrasound, sports medicine, pediatrics, and the list goes on and on. Trust me there are
attendings out there- the renaissance women and men, if you will- that truly know just about everything there
is to know. Trust me that you will learn what you need to know during your residency and you will develop an
area of mini-expertise if you work at it. My next piece of advice has to deal with moving on from the reporter
stage to the manager stage. As an early medical student, the expectation is that you can report your findings
accurately. As a more senior medical student and intern, we want you to move beyond this reporter stage and
into the manager stage. We need to know that you have thought through a plan on how you want to manage
the patient. Should we scan her for pulmonary embolism? This is a much better way of presenting this because
it has shown that you have made a gestalt assessment of the patient and what their plan should be instead of
just reporting what you found. This is our way of forcing you to think through the patient management plan
and committing to it which is a vital skill to learn in EM. That is your permission to make that management
decision when you present the patient. So resist the temptation to ask your attending what you should do in
regards to a management decision without first making the call yourself. You are going to work a lot. When
you start as an intern everything is new and exciting and you should hold onto that feeling for as long as
humanely possible. I am here to tell you that this is not true. Yes, you will work hard during residency and the
hours will be long but trust me, it does get better- much better. As an EM attending, the only reason you would
work as many hours as you did as a resident is because, for some insane reason, you choose to. Your life as an
attending will get better. You will have multiple days off in a row without having to give up one of your
kidneys or work 15 days straight. You will have more time off and fewer demands on your time. So keep this
in mind when the hours are long and seem like they are endless- I assure you that life gets better. Finally, if
you are feeling burned out or are having a tough time, please seek out support from your residency director or
someone you can talk to in your residency program. We are all there to help and we are there to support you.
We do not want anyone to feel like they are doing this alone. There have been far too many suicides in
medical residents and we want them to stop. So please take care of yourself and seek out support if you are
struggling. Dr Jared Walker, a third year EM resident at the University of Florida Jacksonville, has written and
recorded this excellent review of sickle cell disease. This episode will discuss how to properly assess patients
with sickle cell, how to order the right labs and imaging, what red flags to look out for, how to control sickle
cell pain, how to catch the various complications of sickle cell, and proper patient disposition.
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The app EMRA Basics of Emergency Medicine covers the 20 most common EM complaints in a concise manner. I first
heard about it from Dr. Rob Orman's (@emergencypdx) podcast (ERCast) where he endorsed it when it was only in
book format. The book is great, thin, and it fits in a white coat pocket.

4: App Review: EMRA Basics of Emergency Medicine
Download emra basics of emergency medicine or read emra basics of emergency medicine online books in PDF, EPUB
and Mobi Format. Click Download or Read Online button to get emra basics of emergency medicine book now.

5: Mobile Applications EMRA
Download emra basics of emergency medicine or read online books in PDF, EPUB, Tuebl, and Mobi Format. Click
Download or Read Online button to get emra basics of emergency medicine book now. This site is like a library, Use
search box in the widget to get ebook that you want.

6: EMRA Pediatric Qwic Card | Association for Contextual Behavioral Science
EMRA s Basics of Emergency Medicine is the brainchild of an emergency medicine physician who became frustrated by
other EM guidebooks, which were difficult to [PDF] King Of The Mild.

7: Basics of Emergency Medicine: Pediatrics | Association for Contextual Behavioral Science
Basics of Emergency Medicine, 3rd Ed. by Joseph Habboushe Staple Bound $ In Stock. Sold by
emergency_medicine_residents_association and ships from Amazon Fulfillment.

8: EM Basic | Your Boot Camp Guide to Emergency Medicine
EMRA's Basics of Emergency Medicine is the brainchild of an emergency medicine physician who became frustrated by
other EM guidebooks, which were difficult to navigate and hard to use on-the-fly.

9: Basics of Emergency Medicine by Emergency Medicine Residents' Association
Written by emergency medicine physicians for emergency medicine physicians, this indispensable app gives you
concise tools for choosing the right medication and dosing regimen every time, even during the busiest of shifts.
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